	When I listen to San Francisco, from atop one of the hills, I hear jackhammers, sirens, saws. Construction noise. When I sat atop a hill in Oaxaca with Lalo, at 19 the youngest member of the ASARO collective, I heard dogs barking. Their raw howls and yowls climbed in pitch and fever that night as I paused my eyes to hear the sounds. We passed by a baldío of penned dogs on our way up the hill that overlooks the center, but the ruckus rose from all corners of the city that night, louder, fiercer it seemed then than the sirens in my home city.

	“This town is a dog cementary” Lalo says. 

	Lalo dates Leigha from Canada. Yescka, a compa in the collective and Lalo’s studiomate, dates Chanetel from Switzerland. Pacheco, an older member in his 30s, married Kate from Northern California. 

	Mexicanas son muy tradicionales explica Lalo, y yo soy muy loco. Y ella me deja ser. The fan of hair he wears lays to the side of his otherwise buzzed head. Lalo and Leigha paint together, sometimes on canvas, sometimes on the walls of the city where they must hide the spray cans and stencils should a gang of police officers that weild assault rifles drive by in their trucks oufitted with roll bars. Sometimes they paint on their canvass-colored arms and thighs. 

[slides of graffiti]

	During the 2006 protests when ASARO formed itself, stencils and graffiti art figured promenently in the group’s artistic resistence. The three original members, students at the Bellas Artes,  ages 22 to early thirties,, started to cover the streets with the images of the teacher strike that turned into a popular mobilization of nearly one-third of the Oaxacan populace. 

	
	A Japanese artist teaching at Bellas Artes taught some of ASARO’s members the method of cutting wood placas and techniques of protest art he learned in earlier years of activism in Japan and elsewhere. Yescka, Beltazar and Mario were covering the streets and as Fernando Solana Oliveres says <<los casi mil esténciles y pintas y grafitos e imagenes que el movimiento, a traves de colectivos cuyos miembros son anónimos, y anarcas varios de ellos, plasmó en las asombrosas paredes de Oaxaca, logrando una renovación profunda de la expresión plástica y la opinión popular>>.
___________________

	“Melancholia, Henry Miller says in a tribute to his friend and painter, Abe Rattner, belongs to the domain of black and white, to lithographs and woodcuts, to the somber world of despair.”

	As a guelaguetza I gave this line to Mario last week. He argrees with Miller’s sense of the medium, and los grabados de ASARO agree in the painful portrayals, the savage exposure, bloodshed scenes, calavera caricatures, and captured moments of outburst and desolate dehumanization.

	Oaxaca is poor. If one reads The Economist-like characterization it’s a low ranking region in the IMF reports; statistically suffering. If one reads Fernando Olivares, “el gobierno se roba todo lo que puede y la corrupción oaxaqueña suele paracese a la de Haití,  y sin embargo hay una capa económica que prolifer e instala.” And as Nahón (it is importante to write our own history) says the photographs don’t lie, and that is perhaps why the confronted power structure shot Brad Will, the North American documentarian, while he shot videoroll of the 2006 protests. 

	So productive were the members of ASARO, along with the likes of Ana Santos, and the collective arteJaguar, that streets full of art unnerved and became uncomfortable for some oaxaqueños, and they Nahón writes, se sigue la lógica asociada(que prevalece) a la creación en la plástica oaxaqueña, añorando una ciudad mítica, mágica, paisajística y decorativa que huye a la detonante imagen de su realidad social, la cual nadie quiere ver por irresuelta, por fachosa, por tan compleja y antigua. Although Fernando Olivares reminds us, <<Por sus artistas se conoce a las insurecciones>>. 

	The historic city center talked a visual jive talk. It vented the pictures of the populace, played its flute to snake of people in the streets. 

	This language is a visual language that demands the release of prisoners. Every day it appears renewed for the government to cover up again. A visual language that depicts the submissive state of women, for women teachers were the kindling for the 2006 social wildfire, images were sprayed on in minutes with speedy stencisl. A visual language that celebrates human solidarity, that crosses Christ’s death at the hands of the state with the with the Oaxacan governor’s use of force against the rebelious, all in this Arabic lettering crossed with the silencing of indigenous peoples of Oaxaca. A visual language that appropriates the religious power structure and shows the Virgen of Guadalupe shielding her face with a gas mask. These visual images support the rivers of people como orillas.

	Even if they swallow and digest the despair expressed in their woodcuts the members of ASARO joke and jive, broman and banter, laugh in the typically jubilant liveliness of the Mexican people. This playful disposition overlays the often outraged consternated expressions in some of their woodcut work.  Women splayed open and bleeding out between the legs, bombs of genetic corn landing in the fields, Uncle Sam slurping the country’s petrol from the pump. These are the images of young men who align their ideological compass to the North Star of Emiliano Zapata. And apparently unlike Jose Guadalupe Posada who was not deeply ideological yet his iconic image of Zapata in bullet studded straps and holding a rifle is famous, the compas of ASARO look up to the revolutionary hero somewhat idolicly. Though they revendican a Zapata and other revolutionaries, and  they are not wielding metal weapons and drafting federation articles, ASARO assimilates Zapatismo into their political geneology, fit with a punk makeover. 

	Yescka spontaneously spun out the Zapata punk image. The hero created. 
	Lalo’s hair resemble’s that of the Zapata Punk.  The hero vivified not just iconified.

______________________


<<El estado estético solo se manifiesta en 
las naturalezas capaces de experimentar
esa sobreabundancia de vigor físico que 
permite abandonar lo propio>>.
Nietzshe, la voluntad propia

	Yescka lifts and lets fall his arms like a dancer as he polishes another es cierto que and boasts “Si no hubiera llegado yo que harían haciendo ahora?” He prods the six of us sitting around the table with reason, but we’re not convinced we wouldn’t be enjoying some quiet discussion under the oaxacan sky though we are sure that we are laughing as he leads a choir of jokes, in the roundtable refrain es cierto que. Yescka bows and affirms, “Dile, si es cierto que, cabrón.” Las bromas, los <<es cierto que>>, conforman el cuerpo de la reunión por una hora en el que Yescka apoya como el spinal.

	Yescka speaks in a whitewater rapid flow of Mexican slang. Hasta mi amiga istmeña arquitecta se pierde. His stories are chalkboards of graffitti, dusty with filler: no hay pedo, que chido, guey... But these clouds of white chalk enliven those around him, even if the rollo is a coughing fit; laughing coughing. 

 	The book Eñsenando la Rebelión records an interview with Yescka in 2006 when he was a student never to finish the Instituto de Bella Artes. He recounts the protest that year when the police shot him with a canister of gas lacrimógeno at close range. People died that summer from similar attacks but Yescka wore a radio around his neck. Maybe it was broadcasting from one of the secuestered radio stations, those that the people arrested and used for their own purposes. As gran desmadres occured in the square at Santo Domingo, in the zócalo, all channels in Oaxaca registered no inkling of disruption until August 1st when people took over the antenas and soundboards of the UBAJO radiostation and 13 other broadcasters. The radio against Yescka’s chest dampened some of the force from the police projectile. It shattered, and in Yescka’s mind, saved his life. 

	In years even earlier than 22 in 2006, Yescka had met the cops, but they did not attempt his life then. That trip to the carcél was the unfortunate outcome of dropping into the city center from the hillside afueras to paint simplistic palettes, single colors, a signature, a mark. Simply and honestly to impress his presence on the wall. 

	He rattles off these police patrols tails, the runaround conversations with the putos, the tricks to desvestirse to desfrazarse, to look like a kid taking a purchased present to a girlfriend. But, the fingernail paint, las manchas on his cuff give him away even if the dress and story work. He rattles off his tales while he scratches a fork across the face of his newest painting: he’s completing the piece. Cataclysmo social he calls this series. Only when he gets to the most emotional episodes in his saga does he pause his painting to look up and explain a thought that has him enmeshed. 

	I ask him about the banner painting on the ASARO blogspot page. In it, against a faded grey landscape, a masked callejero shoots an arc orange paint from a flame thrower into the phalanx of a riot sqaud. I wonder about a group of revolutionaries chatting with their girlfriends on Facebook. 

	Look, Yescka tells me, there are two ways to fight, completamente clandestino o completamente abierto. 

	These days Yescka wears three dreads that hang from the back of his head, the loose hairs form a shubbrey around these black stalks while the rest of his head is cropped short. Es decir, its harder to pretend to be the passive youngster.

	 Graffitti it seems to me, is a odd combo of public and clandestine. Its the gray matter of resistance, anonymous and ephemeral, the yin-yang wedding of clandestino and democratically public.  

	As public is one avenue of resitence, its little wonder then why the masses commandeered the airwaves as the 2006 summer standoff scrambled loose: the government driving screws into the crowds, imprisoning APPO leaders, paying plainclothsmen to foment and foil, firing teargas and firing shots.

	The next day the walls of Oaxaca read:
ULISES ASESINO! 

	The kid who began in his adolescence to impress himself on the city center touches the nerve center of said city along with his compas pinteros, graffiteros, estelcilistas. Y pienso yo que el espíritu de Zapata vive en los artistas de hoy. Los artistas zapata punk. Los artistas del estencil, del arte callerjero, del graffiti. En los cuates de ASARO. 
___________________

	The day before I leave Oaxaca –after the photographing, emailing, pricing, figuring– the selection of prints is settled upon, and the guys quitan al taller para ir a la marcha. Printing commences at 10pm. Shirts come off, the music goes on, cuts out. Goes on when the cord is wiggled, cuts out, and goes on, sputters and crackles, then smooths for a few songs. Cuts out. The closest arm reaches down to futz, though none of the artistas grow petulant. One tiny, popping, puttering speaker feebly amplifies a cellphone tocando hip-hip oxaqueño, algo parecido al grupo Oaxaca Subterreano que toco actualmente. 

	Who will pay for their aerosol cans?
______________________


<<¿Quienes son los que nos elevan?
Los filósofos, los artistas y los santos:
he aquí los hombres verdaderos,
los hombres que se separan del reino animal>>.
Nietzche, Consideraciones inactuales

	Marío looks like Mario de los Mario Bros. His black hair has grown some since January, a little shag sweeps back and reflects the sunlight. He keeps a mustache and lets the othergrowth grow a few days at a time. Gúzman. 

	Marío Guzman se separa del reino animal. During the racous rumpus round of es cierto que Mario sank back in his chair, held open his large buddha belly eyes, crossed his hands in front of him and sonreía y reía tickled by the performance of Yescka and company. Rarely in conversation, while watching him eat, party, print or paint, or clean the floor does Mario perform, try score his mark on the situation. He rarely offers an opinion unless asked. Though if it is political he is able to talk for as long as I show interest, ask questions, challenge him, make him explain. It seems as though the most of his expression is emptied onto the canvess, onto the placas and onto the press. Most other times he carries a chipper smile and a casual quickdraw chuckle. 

	Standing on the stoop of Lalo and Yescka’s studio across the street from the Taller Zapata, Mario tells me there was a good turn out for the national march. Of that day’s general strike he says little, but he explains his view of the political moment. The moment the unionists and the teachers, the sindicates and independent pueblo banded together to demand the resignation or removal of Ulises Ruiz. For Mario, it’s this moment that the political drama develops and displays a raised consciousness. The demands rose from self-interest, from sector lobbying to gubernatorial pressure arising from the calles y callejones. That sociopolitical desarollo is what Mario intends to roll off his his hand press. 

	Tío Mario, a teasing nickname for Guzman, puts his socialist constitution into many of his prints in the form of the hammer and sickle insignia. Now that the group is thinking about where to take their project with several years distancing them from the rebelión, Mario tells me he would like to take his techniques to the poor barrios of Oaxaca and aid the youngest to visualize and express the social reality they see, create the contours of their comprehension. Maybe more than pushing a political message, Mario wants the members of society to be able to see themselves and their setting. This is why the designs for his newest woodcut are of the Egyptian people riding the tanks. 

Huelgistas push back on the body shields, 
shout into the face masks. 
The woodcut snaps an xray foto 
exposes the bones of the helicopter skeleton. 
the dead family flees
the blades threaten.
Throwback and homage to a precursor, 
Posada.  

___________________


	<<¿Cuando empezamos? 
Después, no hay brinca, guey.>> 

	Trabajaremos toda la noche. 

	Around ten the order has been printed off on office sheets and we set about to pull the placas correspondentes. Yescka’s cousin Irwin is given a gas mask, solvent and a rag and begins to clean the woodcuts. Mario straightens his worktable. He pours and dilutes the ink to the right consistancy, which he works perpetually through the night. Yescka preps a spray bottle to wet the paper so the ink will take better. Mario adjusts the height of the press with a metal shank that slides into the thick threaded pistons that raise and lower the two ends of the heavy barrell. We take turns working the handcrank. Irwin makes the most noise at the wheel, grappling the metal tubes with choppy yah, yah, yah’– with his tongue he whips it like prodding a horse to gallop to the risa de los demas. 

	The press snaps and skips after it smashes the litle woodblock stamp into the paper, marking it with an imprint of the ASARO logo: the acronym with a star sits in the O drawn as the end of a pistol barrel. 

	I offer to bring food for the printing. No one takes me up even after several attempts to order a pizza or buy some tlayudas. Just a few 40 oz. bottles of beer passed around the group holds them over. By the time hunger catches up to the production line, the restaurants have closed and the street vendors have dispersed. Even late night ambulante with hamburgers in the zócalo has gone home. A bag of takis is devoured. We swish this crap down with a fine bottle of Mezcal someone gifted to Mario. I could get some more mezcal I say with overzealous American exuberance. I expect it to spirit the crew to completion. Nothing of the sort. The guys know, they’ve done this before, this moonlighting the mass output. Too much mezcal and the printing will dismantle prematurely. 

	Anyway, faltan unas veinte gráficas cuando terminamos esa mañana por las tres. 

	<<¿Cuando sales? 
Mañana a las diez. 

	Pues.. ¿está bien si te las entregamos a las ocho?

	Vale, guey.>>
_____________________



	Durante el vuelo de San Francisco al DF, leo Estrella Distante por Roberto Bolaño, en lo que un poeta fachista chileno escribe poesía en el aire con el humo de su avión. I imagine now ASARO prints appearing among the clouds over Chihuahua as the US Airways busser blasts through the sky en el atardecer.  Who will pay for the artist to scribble in the stratosphere?

	I have just thirty minutes to catch the bus home when we have all the prints rolled into a bulto of grey paper, bubble wrap y cartón. I hand them the pesos and Mario and Yescka burrow into the table to count up and divide the earnings by prints per artist, a share going to the collective. They devour the cash like famished dogs. 



